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Underestimating your enemy can be a dramatic mistake.
Not knowing the enemy is fatal.
Currently it is common practice to describe the news “reported” by the corporate,
mainstream media, as being biased.
Rush Limbaugh has called the corporate media “the drive by media,” a fitting and
appropriate name, but it is a terribly distracting appellation, which demeans the
seriousness of their intentions.
Worse even is when the media are used as the basis for humor. Regardless of what they
are, they are not funny.
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In calling the corporate media biased begins with the assumption that they are only
reporting on the news from a slanted point of view, inputting their bias into their reporting.
But the news media does much more to change the news that is presented to their target
audience. The media also slant or editorialize the information with their choice of words,
and by their commentary on the content of the news. The commentary is expressed by
descriptive word usage, tonal inflection and facial expressions, and how the news is
juxtaposed to other stories.
The corporate media also introduce stories into the news cycle without proper vetting or
with no observable vetting at all, the Russian Hoax being a major example. The corporate
media also ignore or seriously downplay stories or heighten the importance of stories. The
overly dramatic early morning arrest of Roger Stone, was somehow covered live by CNN;
and then repeated day after day, ostensibly trying to hammer home the danger this nonviolent man presented. On the other hand, the federal prosecution of FBI attorney Kevin
Clinesmith, someone who falsified documents as part of one of the most egregious
miscarriages of justice in US history, and which substantially undermined the validity of the
Mueller investigation, was hardly featured as it appeared and disappeared quickly.
Even more recently, we have seen that the corporate Media have also ignored news;
yielding a very clear example of censoring the news. The Hunter Biden story cover-up
needs little explaining. The story just didn’t exist in the Corporate News Media before the
election. Further compounding the reporting of this story is the associated censorship of
anything related to the Hunter Biden story from Facebook and Twitter. The Hunter Biden
story is not a solitary example of news censorship and manipulation. As of this writing, any
reference to actual facts regarding the 2020 election fraud is either blocked on Facebook
or is labeled on Twitter as having been “discredited.” Twitter continues to do this after
Twitter’s CEO Jack Dorsey appeared before the feckless American Congress and testified
that there is no bias on Twitter.
Looking at the juxtaposition of two stories clearly shows how the media work. When
Donald Trump ordered the American Embassy moved to Jerusalem, Israel's capital,
something which had been legislated more than two decades ago, but never implemented
by any previous administration, the media ran stories of impending war and doom. The
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media were no-stop in predicting an all out Arab assault on Israel and terrorist attacks
against the United States.
In fact, a by-product of the move led to the success of the Abraham Accords, the result of
which was four Arab states signing peace deals with Israel – the single largest peace
accomplishment in Israel’s 72 year history; and the single greatest all-time move towards
peace in the Middle East.
That accomplishment has been reported, but only minimally, when compared to the reports
and coverage of imminent doom after moving the Embassy to Jerusalem. For those not
paying close attention, the takeaway by hoi polloi is that Donald Trump is a danger to world
stability and peace.
All in all, we see, that the corporate media report from a bias, slant stories, editorialize
stories that are reported, create and promote stories that are not factually true, and censor
news that doesn’t fit into their narrative.
Anyone looking at this entity that we call the news Media would be hard pressed to say
that they are by any stretch of the imagination true news reporting agencies.
Of course, the media do report on sports, the weather, some human interest stuff, and
other events that occur, like plane crashes, and storms, etc. But, as regards news that
molds opinions and results in political change, they are not by any stretch of the
imagination news reporting entities.
Putting aside the pedestrian reporting that they do, their activities fit the definition of a
propaganda agency, and were they a government bureaucracy they would certainly be
seen as a propaganda agency. But, they are not federal bureaucracies, although many
news people have previously served in Democratic Presidential Administrations, and many
anti-Trump government bureaucrats have found their way into the news media.
But, here’s the scoop, so to say.
We are at war. We are at war because the very existence of the republic as we know it is
being threatened. The change wanted by those opposing the republic, would be, as
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Barack Obama described it, "fundamental." There are Left Wing radicals burning down
cities and attacking people who proclaim their support for President Trump or just
supporting the republic, or for just being White or being a cop of any race.
Because we are at war we must define the enemy, and that enemy is the worldwide group
of Globalists and their armies in the Untied States, the American bureaucratic Deep State
and the Democratic Party. The Democratic Party, and certain Republicans, are in league
with those promoting the establishment of a Globalist agenda utilizing Communist China
as the political and economic engine of their scheme.
Up until this point in time, the United States hasn't tolerated being attacked either by
enemies from without or by enemies from within. One of the foundational events in the
formation and structure of the current government was Shay’s Rebellion, which occurred
during the time of the Federal Convention, and influenced the formation of a stronger and
more energetic government than what existed under the Articles of Confederation.
As an example of that commitment to defend the country, we can look at the current Oath
of Allegiance of the United States, which is sworn to by all those becoming citizens:
“...I will support and defend the Constitution and the laws of the United States of
America against all enemies, foreign and domestic…”
This oath is not much different from the Oath of Office taken by all elected
officials and the oath taken by all members of the Armed Forces.
Ironically, while this oath was taken by members of the Supreme Court, what
should have been a very clear cut case as a matter of law, and never should
have been brought to the Supreme Court, was brought to the Court and shows
the divide between those who have sworn to uphold the constitution and yet are
more than willing to subvert it. In June 2019 the Supreme Court ruled against
President's Trump’s policy to add a citizenship question to the census, which
would have prevented illegal aliens from being counted towards a state’s
representation in the Congress, which in turn allows for an increase of certain
funding to a state. It would seem logical that since only citizens are allowed to
vote in federal elections, no citizen should be counted towards a state’s
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representation, the initial purpose of the Constitutionally mandated census. But,
obviously, the obvious is not obvious when it comes to defending the republic.
When, even on the most basic level, defense of the integrity of the republic is a
questionable concept, the existence of domestic enemies is not an absurd idea.
When the Communist Party was considered a national security threat in the
1950’s, it was not hard to accept that idea because the Communist Party, at that
time, was known to be in league with the Soviet Union.
Today’s Democratic Party may not advertise itself as a Communist oriented
Party, but it is host to many Communists and those who favor one form or
another of a Socialist, Communist, Marxist or Maoist Communist agenda.
The entity with which the United States is at war is a consortium of very wealthy
Globalists, both businesses and individuals, and individuals working through
organizations. This consortium has infiltrated many organizations such as the
IMF, Davos, World Bank and the UN, among others lesser known. They have
created many organizations, such as Non-Governmental Organizations funded
by foundations such as George Soros’ Open Society, the Heinz Foundation, the
Rockefeller Foundation, the Bill Gates Foundation, and many more.
Domestically these foundations have directly and indirectly funded quasi paramilitary groups such as BLM and ANTIFA, and others not yet publicized.
Remember that Barack Obama called for the creation of a private citizens’
military force equal in size to American law enforcement. If that reminds you of
something akin to the SA and SS of NAZI Germany, two groups loyal to Adolph
Hitler, it should. Over the past several years, many American bureaucratic
agencies, such as the IRS, purchased many thousands of small arms, tactical
weapons and millions of rounds of ammunition - all out of proportion to their
needs. Where those supplies will wind up has not been reported on. In fact the
story has not been pursued at all by the corporate media.
The infiltration of and potential influence of the Chinese Communist Party is not
a speculative hypothesis, but a very real situation. Just this past week, a leaked
database of two million Chinese Communist Party (CCP) members showed that
thousands of Chinese communists infiltrated U.S., U.K., and Australian
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government agencies and companies. How many of the two million are working
within the organizations that have been created and funded by the world’s
billionaire Globalists and also funded by Chinese money is unknown; but
judging by the deference that has been shown to China in many areas, it is a
considerable number.
The caustic media reaction to President Trump’s removing the United States
from the Paris Agreement on Climate Change is exemplary of the Globalists’
control of the media. The Paris Agreement basically would punish the United
States’ economy and give a free pass over the next decade to China and Africa,
a continent in which China has tremendous energy investments. As of the
signing of the Agreement China produced more than twice the amount of green
house gas via the burning of fossil fuels than the United States, yet that
discrepancy is little noted.
The political wing of the Globalists’ movement in the United States is the
Democrat Party. Through the Democrat Party the Globalists operate on a
national, state and local level. Players in the recent election include such
people as George Soros, whose organizations have funded the election
campaigns of many state attorney generals, and Mark Zuckerberg who
contributed more than $400.000.000.00 to influencing the election by promoting
extra-legal voting methods and hiring private election workers. Along with Jack
Dorsey from Twitter, Zuckerberg, in coordination with the Globalist
counterintelligence “news” units, in the weeks leading up to the election,
blocked information about Hunter Biden’s connections with China and the fact
that he was under criminal investigation for several felonies.
In a war each side has an army, and each army has a counter intelligence unit.
The purpose of a counter Intelligence unit differs from the propaganda arm of a
government. While the propaganda agencies disseminate and censor
information to make sure that the message that is heard by the domestic
population is the message that makes the operation of the state easier with less
opposition, the purpose of a counter intelligence unit is to weaken the spirit of
the targeted population by demoralizing it through subterfuge, and to actively
weaken the existing government using whatever means possible, even staging
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mass protest and riots. and setting the stage for revolts. The hoped for end
result is an acceptance of the opposition's message and a rejection of the
messages from those who support the existing regime or government. The
counter Intelligence unit's task is not so much to keep the targeted population
ignorant of a coming take-over, or a change in political and social structure,
which is what the government propagandists are tasked to do, but to weaken
the “enemy” target population’s will, create a "popular" counter-movement,
destabilize and fragment the society on as many levels as possible, and
"attack" the existing government administration in preparation for this takeover.
The corporate media has been performing its task of mis-educating the
population since 1963. The Globalist CI units have been performing their task
for the past four years.
As much as certain elements of the FBI and CIA and other US Intelligence
Agencies have been working as Counter Intelligence units for the Globalists, so
have the corporate media operated as a Counter Intelligence unit working for
the Globalists in support of the Globalist infiltrated and controlled Democrat
Party.
The corporate media in their CI role have sewn seeds of doubt about the
integrity and efficacy of Donald Trump and all of his associates and his policies;
creating distrust and fear of his administration – in spite of the national and
international good he accomplished. He and those around him and his
supporters have been insulted, demeaned, prosecuted, attacked by the US
intelligence services, all to place a cloud of doubt over who he is and of what he
is capable. The list of insults stem from calling him inept, a serial rapist, a crook,
a murderer and even a Hitler. The point being, if you tell a big enough lie,
enough is believed that it will have its effect. As the real Hitler actually said:

"... in the big lie there is always a certain force of credibility; because the
broad masses of a nation are always more easily corrupted in the deeper
strata of their emotional nature than consciously or voluntarily; and thus in
the primitive simplicity of their minds they more readily fall victims to the
big lie than the small lie, since they themselves often tell small lies in little
matters but would be ashamed to resort to large-scale falsehoods.
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"It would never come into their heads to fabricate colossal untruths, and
they would not believe that others could have the impudence to distort the
truth so infamously. Even though the facts which prove this to be so may
be brought clearly to their minds, they will still doubt and waver and will
continue to think that there may be some other explanation. For the
grossly impudent lie always leaves traces behind it, even after it has been
nailed down, a fact which is known to all expert liars in this world and to all
who conspire together in the art of lying." — Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf

If we are to succeed in confronting and stopping the Globalist Covid based takeover of our wonderful country, we must stop laughing at the news. We must stop
looking at it as stupid and incredible. The news has succeeded in convincing
millions of people that the coming emperor is fully garbed in beautiful
democratic ideas, and those who see him as a naked Chinese influenced
charlatan need to be silenced - and worse.
The stakes in this battle are serious. This is a war. At this point the violence is
sporadic and overwhelmingly from the Globalist Left’s agent provocateurs. The
situation may not continue with anti-Globalist dissenters and agitators merely
being brow beaten. Stronger measures will certainly come into play, initially in
the name of medical security, if Biden takes office. We must understand that the
news is part of an enemy force and doesn't just consist of misguided ignorant
college journalism majors gone astray.
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